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A UNIQUENESS THEOREM FOR FLXED POINTS

H. L. SMITH AND C. A. STUART

Abstract. In a recent paper, R. Kellogg [3] showed that if F: D -* D is a

completely continuous map of the closure of a bounded, convex, open set D in a

real Banach space X, F G C1(D), 1 is not an eigenvalue of F'(x) for x G D, and

F(x) ^ x for x G 3D, then F has a unique fixed point in D. More recently, L.

Taiman [7] extended this result to A;-set contractions when k < 1. The main result

of this note is to show that, if the dimension of A' is larger than one, the result of

Kellogg and its extension by Taiman remain valid provided that the set [x G D: 1

is an eigenvalue of F'{x)) has no accumulation points in D, the other assumptions

remaining the same. This result is obtained as a corollary of a more general result

which gives conditions under which the set of fixed points of F in D is connected.

In a recent paper, R. Kellogg [3] showed that if F: D -* D is a completely

continuous map of the closure of a bounded, convex, open set D in a real Banach

space X, F G C'(£>), 1 is not an eigenvalue of F'(x) for x G D, and F(x) ¥=x for

x G dD, then F has a unique fixed point in D. The existence of a fixed point for F

follows from the well-known Schauder Fixed Point Theorem, thus the result in [3]

establishes the uniqueness of the fixed point. More recently, L. Taiman [7]

extended this result to k-set contractions when k < 1. Kellogg's theorem is also

contained in a result of Berger [1, Theorem 5.4.7] where a simpler proof is given

based on a more fundamental property of topological degree, namely the homo-

topy property. Both Kellogg and Taiman base their proofs on the Leray-Schauder

formula. The main result of this note is to show that, if the dimension of X is larger

than one, the result of Kellogg and its extension by Taiman remain valid provided

that the set {x G D: 1 is an eigenvalue of F'(x)} has no accumulation points in D,

the other assumptions remaining the same. The reader can easily construct counter-

examples to this result when the dimension of X is one. We obtain this result as a

corollary of a more general result which gives conditions under which the set of

fixed points of F in D is connected. A result of Krasnoselskii and Perov (see

Theorem 13.4 of [8]) gives a similar conclusion under different hypotheses.

Before proceeding, we recall some basic definitions. If B Ç X is a bounded set,

the set measure of noncompactness of B, a(B), is defined by a(B) = inf{e > 0: B

has a finite cover by sets whose diameters do not exceed e}. A function F defined

on a subset of A' is a A:-set-contraction if a(F(B)) < ka(B) for all bounded subsets

B of the domain of/. Since a set B is precompact if and only if a(B) = 0, it follows

that every completely continuous map is a O-set-contraction. In what follows we
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make use of the topological degree for /c-set-contractive perturbations of the

identity developed by R. Nussbaum [5].

Main results. Let I be a real Banach space and let D be a bounded open

connected subset of X. Let F: D -» X be a continuous &-set-contraction for some

k < 1 which is continuously differentiate on D. Set »p = 7 — F, where 7 denotes

the identity map on X, and let S = {x G D: \p(x) = 0}. Recall that $ is a proper

map [2], that is, ^~'(7C) is compact in D whenever K is compact in X, and that

\¡>'(x) is a Fredholm map of index zero for all x G D [6]. Let

R = {x G D: \p'(x): X -» X is an isomorphism}.

Since \p'(x) is Fredholm of index zero,

Ä={x£D:l$ Pa(F'(x))}

where Pa(A) denotes the point spectrum of A. By the inverse function theorem, if

x G 7? there exist open subsets Ux and Vx of X such that x G £/, c A <K*) e ^

and ^: Ux -» Kx is a homeomorphism. We can always assume that Vx is a ball and

that \p is injective on Ux. Note that the set 7? is open.

Lemma. deg(^, Ux, ^(x)) is constant on components of R.

Proof. It is enough to prove that deg(u/, Ux, 4>(x)) is locally constant on R. Let

x0 G R and let y G Í7 . Let « = £/ n l^,. Then w is open and deg(t//, f/^ \¡/(y))

= deg(t|', w, yp(y)) = deg(ip, L^,, \p(y)) since the equation (for x) \¡/(x) = >//( v) has

no solutions in U \ o> and Uy \ w because u/ is injective on Ux and 17 . Therefore

we need only prove that

deg(*. UXo, xb(x0)) - deg(^, UXo, >p(y)).

In order to accomplish this, set H(x, t) = \f/(x) — bp(y) — (1 - 0^(-*o) f°r ■* G

¿4o, i G [0, 1]. Suppose H(z, s) = 0 for some z G dUXo and j G [0, 1]. Then t//(z) =

•WO) + O - •s)'K-*o) G vx0 since ^x0 is a bal1 and «KjO. >K*o) G ^0- But V':

f7x -» Vx is a homeomorphism and so there exists z0 G Kx such that i//(z0) = ^(z).

This contradicts our assumption that >p is injective on Ux and so 77 is an admissible

homotopy. Thus

deg(*. UXo, 4>(x0)) = deg(7/(-, 0), Ux<>, 0) = deg(7y(-, 1), Ux¡¡, 0)

= deg(*. Ux<¡, *O0)-

Theorem. Suppose that

(\)S C\dD = 0 and deg(t//, D, 0) = ± 1,

(2) F ¿s connected,

(3) F « dense.

Then S is nonempty and connected. If in addition, S n R ¥= 0 then S is a singleton.

Proof. By (1), S ¥= 0 and, since ^ is proper, 5 is compact. If S is not connected

then there exist two nonempty compact sets Sx and S2 such that 5 = Sx u S2 and

Sx n S2 = 0. Hence there exist open subsets B( and fi2 in D such that ß, n fl2 =

0 and S¡ c Q„ i = 1 and 2. Thus
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± 1 = deg(^, D, 0) = deg(«//, B„ 0) + deg(^, fl2, 0)

and so we may assume that deg^, ñ,, 0) =£ 0. Let x2 G S2. Then by (3) there exists

a sequence { v^} ç R such that yk —> x2 as k —» oo. Thus there exist open sets Uk

and Vk as above: yk G l/t, iK-V*) G Vk and ^: 14 -> Vk is a homeomorphism. We

can, and do, assume that the diameter of Vk tends to zero as k -» oo. By Smale's

generalization of Sard's theorem [4], each Vk contains some points all of whose

preimages in D are in R. For each k, we select such a point pk G Vk. Now, pk-+0

as k -» oo and so by (1) we may assume that if--'(/>*) n 3Z) = 0. Since »^ is proper

we can then conclude that ^>~x(pk) contains a finite number, nk, of elements and

that

degO,Z),Ä)-      2       deg(^, l/„^).
*er'(ft)

Now by the lemma, deg(^, Ux, yp(x)) = / (a constant) on R and so deg(^, D,pk) =

lnk. Since deg(i|/, Z), />*) = deg(^, D, 0) = ± 1 for all large k, this implies that

/ = ± 1 and that nk = 1. Letting »K¿*) = />*, then we have zA G t/* and since the

diameter of Vk -»0 as k ^> oo the same holds for t/fc so zk ~* x2 as k^>oo. It

follows that *p~\pk) n ^! = 0 for all large /c and hence deg(^, ß„ pk) = 0. Since

degty, Q,,/»*) = deg(^, Q„ 0) * 0

for large A: we have arrived at a contradiction. Thus 5 must be connected.

If in addition S f\ R ¥= 0 then S contains an isolated solution of \p(x) = 0,

hence S must be a singleton.

In general, S is not a singleton. Let X = R2 and D = (-1, 1) X (-1, 1). Let F:

J9 -> D by (x,/) -» (x(l - .y2/2)g(x2 - 1/4), -v) where g: Ä -> R is a C00 func-

tion satisfying g(t) = 1 for / < 0, g'(t) < 0 for t > 0 and g(3/4) = 1/2. Then the

hypotheses (1), (2) and (3) of the theorem are satisfied (Rc = {(x, 0): x < 1/2}

and deg(7 - F, D, 0) = + 1) and S = {(x, 0): x < 1/2}.

Corollary 1. Suppose that

(a) D is convex,

(b) F(D) c AW S n 3D = 0,
(c) D \ R has no accumulation points in D,

(d)dimA' > 1.

Then S is a singleton.

Proof. S is compact and nonempty since, by (b) we can assume that deg(u\ D, 0)

= + 1 (see [3]). If dim X > 1 then, by (c), R is connected so the theorem applies.

Hence S is connected and either S is a singleton or S has an accumulation point

which must lie in S. Since D \ R has no accumulation points S n R ¥= 0. The

result now follows from the theorem.

The following is a trivial example of a situation where the corollary applies but

Kellogg's theorem fails. Let D = {(x, v) G R2: (x2 + v2)1/2 < 2/3} and F(x, y) =

(x2 - v2, 2xy) = z2 where z = x + iy. Clearly F: D -» D and F(x,>>) ¥= (x,y) for

(x, v) G dD. The set {(x,.y): 1 is an eigenvalue of F'(x, y)} = {(1/2, 0)} G D and

F has the unique fixed point (0, 0).
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Finally, we note that by approximation it is possible to remove the assumption

that F is differentiable in the theorem.

Corollary 2. Suppose that \¡/ = 7 — F where F is a continuous k-set-contraction

for some k < 1 on D, with D a bounded open subset of X. Suppose that

(a) degO//, D, 0) = ± 1.
(b) There exists a sequence of continuously differentiable k-set-contractions Fn on D

such that ipn = 7 - F„ converges to \p uniformly on D.

(c) For all large n, R„ = [x G D: \¡s'„(x) is an isomorphism] is connected and dense

in D.

Then S = {x G D: \p(x) = 0} is connected.

Proof. Since the degree is continuous in its first and last arguments, there exist

r > 0 and a positive integer Nx such that

deg(^„ - v, D, 0) = deg(^, D, 0) = ± 1

for all n > Nx and \y\ < r. Hence, for each n > Nx and \y\ < r, Sn(y) = {x G D:

\p„(x) = v} is connected.

We now proceed exactly as in the theorem letting S = Sx U S2, Sx n S2 = 0

and S¡ c ß,, i = 1, 2, where ß, n ß2 = 0- As before

± 1 = degty, ß„ 0) + deg(,//, ß2, 0)

so we may assume deg(>|/, ß,, 0) ¥* 0. By choosing r smaller and TV, larger if

necessary we have that deg(\¡/„, ß1,.y) is defined and not equal to zero for n > TV,

and \y\ < r. Now fix nx > Nx so large that sup^g^l^^x) - \p(x)\ < r. Let x2 G 52

and v = ipni(x2). Then | v| < r, so that SBi( v) is connected. But S„t(y) n ß2 # 0

and degi^', ß„ v) ^ 0 so ^^v) n 3ß, # 0 and S„(v) n 3ß, = 0. This con-

tradicts that Sn (y) is connected and proves the corollary.

In case F has a fixed point x0 which can be shown to be isolated (e.g. F' exists at

x0 and is invertible) then the set S in Corollary 2 is a singleton.
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